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The Lithuanian composer Onutė Narbutaitė (b. 1956) is
one of the most outstanding Baltic artists of the last
several decades. Making her debut in the early 1980s,
she found herself behind the Iron Curtain in the cultural
environment of silent resistance. Artists of this period
adopted a subtle world view keeping their distance not
only from the official socialist realist doctrine of the time
but also from finding inspiration in the folklore or
historicism that strongly affected the generation of Baltic
composers such as the Lithuanian Bronius Kutavičius, the
Estonian Veljo Tormis, and the Latvian Pēteris Vasks
during the stylistic breakthrough of the 1970s.
Onutė Narbutaitė came on the scene as an
individualist and a reflective lyricist; her musical language,
influenced by avant-garde techniques, demonstrates a
judicious selection of components, combined with an
intuitive search for an authentic style. This was a time
when female composers were still regarded with some
reserve and, even if their work was not considered to be
of lesser value, no breakthrough work or the discovery of
new continents was expected of them. Rather, what was
left to them were small, non-prestigious islands of
chamber music. However, chamber music at the time
experienced an upsurge, with new and unconventional
ensembles searching for a different kind of sound, and
fresh artistic spaces attracting composers with a moresubtle expression. Narbutaitė’s world view allowed her to
find a mooring on the shores of an island of quiet
resistance. This was determined not only by her nature
but by her family’s traditions: among the composer’s
family were those active in the creation of an independent
Lithuanian state in the first half of the 20th century, as well
as members of the elite.
A particularly important role in the development of the
composer’s world view was played by her mother, the
musicologist Ona Narbutienė, who, while still a school girl,
was deported with her mother to Siberia by Lithuania’s
Soviet occupiers. The composer’s maternal grandfather
found himself in England as a result of the events of

World War Two. This family tragedy left an indelible
impression with resistance to the Soviet system
expressed not politically but culturally. On her return from
exile, Narbutaitė’s mother dedicated herself to the
historical research of Lithuanian music, and to the
preservation of the nation’s cultural identity and dignity.
Even under the conditions of occupation she managed to
form ties with Lithuanian expatriate artists. It was in this
environment that the composer matured – her world view,
as well as her ethical and aesthetic values, were formed,
and her artistic images derived – often masked in their
expression, as markers that were more felt than visible,
and as intimations of emotions and thoughts.
Narbutaitė is the consummate artist: in her younger
days, she not only composed polished chamber works
with attention to the smallest detail, but also turned her
hand to painting and writing poetry. Various creative
expressions work together and for this reason her artistic
thinking is so distinctive, harnessing a host of insights and
connotations.
An important part in the composer’s creative selfawareness was played by her first composition teacher,
Bronius Kutavičius. She continued her composition studies
under Prof. Julius Juzeliūnas at the Lithuanian State
Conservatoire (now the Lithuanian Academy of Music and
Theatre). Her creativity was influenced by literature and
art, as well as the impulses in new music – as evinced by
her chamber compositions: Open the Gates of Oblivion
(String Quartet No. 2, 1980), Vijoklis (‘Climbing Plant’,
1988), Poem by Vincas Mykolaitis-Putinas (1990), Opus
lugubre (1991), Sketch for String Quartet and the
Returning Winter (String Quartet No. 3, 1991),
Mozartsommer 1991 and Autumn Ritornello (1999).
The scope and structural elements of Narbutaitė’s
compositions developed gradually. This was determined by
both the composer’s inner dynamic and the changed
political situation. With the fall of the Iron Curtain, her
compositions began to be heard more frequently outside
Lithuania: at the Schleswig-Holstein Music Festival (1992),

Music Harvest (Odense), Helsinki Festival (1992), Artgenda
(Copenhagen, 1996), EstOvest (Turin, 2006), MaerzMusik
(Berlin, 2003), Klangspuren (Schwaz, 2004), ISCM World
Music Days (Bern, 2004, Vilnius, 2008) and musica viva
(München, 2005). A significant push with regards to a wider
recognition of her work was given by the Warsaw Autumn
Festival, at which her compositions began to be heard
regularly from 1994 on. Later, the four recordings of her
music issued by Finlandia Records and Tres Dei Matris
Symphoniae released by Naxos made her name even more
widely known and put her on the map of new music.
In 1997 Narbutaitė composed the monumental
oratorio Centones meae urbi with an original structure,
dedicated to her native Vilnius, and in the new millennium
perfected a symphonic style which could be described as
conceptually concerto-like. We can find in Narbutaitė’s
music all the parameters characteristic of traditional
concert music – harmony, polyphony, rhythm, melody, the
typical instruments and the use of their technical
possibilities, without breaking boundaries. She does not
resist the influence of earlier musical worlds, sometimes
introducing motifs from past epochs into her scores. But
most often they are only allusions – as if she is bowing
her head to the composers that have formed her inner
world and artistic taste. The composer provides an
explanation for the ideas behind her work and because of
her sensitivity to the art of writing does it skilfully and
convincingly. For that reason, her programme notes are
often reminiscent of small poetical essays. According to
the German music critic Albrecht Thiemann, ‘The effect of
Onutė Narbutaitė’s compositions … is linked to a rare,
paradoxical inner balance: they sound at the same time
simple and complex, personal as well as universal, both
meditative and analytical. The listener does not have to
study the programme booklet or look at the score to
understand what is going on in Onutė Narbutaitė’s
compositions. What she has to say is conveyed directly.’
La barca (2005) was written to a commission from
Bavarian Radio and the musica viva concert series.
Narbutaitė writes: ‘A ship, a boat – this image flowed into
the score as if of its own accord. Sometimes spreading its
sails caught by gusts of wind, sometimes slowly sinking

under the heaviness of bass tones, and almost stopping
for a moment at a bay with clear calm water, ultimately it
is the music itself which chose this name. And I liked its
capaciousness, the endless chain of possible
associations. It is enough to recall the mythological,
biblical meanings of this word (e.g. the ship as a symbol
of hope), or imagine a gondola sliding along dark canals
at night and turning towards San Michele… The
continuously reappearing sound of the harp is a possible
allusion to a barcarole. There are no melodies to be easily
grasped here, almost no developed instrumental solo
parts, what is dominant are the sounds of homogeneous
instrumental groups. However, sometimes short melodic
motifs or instruments stressing separate sounds emerge.
And in the continuous flow of the music perhaps one can
feel a “melody” hiding in the folds of the textures.’
The composition kein gestern, kein morgen (‘no
yesterday, no tomorrow’, 2012/2015) for mezzo-soprano,
tenor and symphony orchestra is an episode adapted for
concert performance from Narbutaitė’s opera Cornet
(premiered at the Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet
Theatre in 2014). The opera itself is freely based on the
prose poem Die Weise von Liebe und Tod des Cornets
Christoph Rilke (‘The Tale of the Life and Death of Cornet
Christoph Rilke’) by Rainer Maria Rilke. The opera ends
with the death of the Cornet after his only night of love.
According to Narbutaitė, ‘the dominant theme of this
composition is the love between the Cornet and the
Countess that catches fire in the oppressive atmosphere
of war. Is this reality or a dream? It is night and the
audience can sense how it will end. But for the lovers in
the tower room they are in there is “no yesterday, no
tomorrow, for time has been fragmented. And they are
blossoming out of its ruins.”’
Narbutaitė’s fourth symphony krantas upė simfonija
(‘riverbank – river – symphony’, 2007) was written to a
commission from the 50th Warsaw Autumn Festival. The
enigmatic name reflects the symbolism of static scenes
and their relentless flow carrying them into distant places
of memory. According to the composer, this one-part
symphony could be called a continuation of the idea
behind La barca: ‘On the still blank first page of the draft I

also wrote down the Italian working title Il contorno
dell’Angelo (‘Contour of the Angel’). There are some links
between these works but at the same time quite a few
differences, in form, as well as in the orchestral textures
and sound colour. krantas upė simfonija is based on
contrasts: from the tutti ‘flags flapping strongly’ and the
wide unisons, uncharacteristic of my music up till then, to
the absolutely intimate chamber music sound, when the
orchestra is treated like a large ensemble of separate
instruments. In contrast to the constantly undulating,
multi-layered and at the same time monolithic La barca, in
this symphony one can quite clearly differentiate between
Onutė Narbutaitė
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three emotionally and structurally different divisions of
form, each of which is approximately twice as short as the
one before it. I dedicated this work to my seriously ill, but
remarkably strong, mother. Alas, she was never to hear it.
Next to the dedication on the score, I wrote a passage
from the poem Meditation by Czesław Miłosz (Berkeley,
1990): “A wanderer, camping by invisible waters, you
would keep a little flame hardly visible in darkness.”’
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Text after Rainer Maria Rilke (1875–1926) and Oscar V. de
L. Milosz (1877–1939) in Lithuanian, German and French
Cornet: O rože, tu užgimdama mirties lėtumą pakartoji.
Countess: Rose qui, en naissant, à rebours imites / les
lenteurs de la mort.

Oh rose, you, when born, imitate in reverse /
the slowness of death.
Oh rose, you, when born, imitate in reverse /
the slowness of death.

Jūratė Katinaitė
Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘The Roses’: XXIII
(‘Rose, come so late...’)

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Les Roses’: XXIII
(‘Rose, venue très tard...’)

Translated from the Lithuanian by Romas Kinka

Cornet: Bist Du die Nacht? Est-ce la nuit?

Are you the night?

Countess: As-tu oublié que tu es mon chevalier servant
pour toute cette journée?

Have you forgotten that you are my page for all this day?

Cornet: Norėčiau būti šarvuos. Visas šarvuos.
Norėčiau būti toli.

I want to be in armour. Completely in armour.
I want to be far away.

Countess: Nejaugi paliktum mane? Kur gi Tu nueisi?
Tavo baltas rūbas man leidžia –. Negi ilgiesi savo
šiurkštaus švarko? Tau šalta? – Pasiilgai namų?

Would you abandon me? Where will you go? Your white
attire gives me the right – Are you really longing for your
coat of rough cloth? Are you cold? – Are you homesick?

Cornet: Tu?

You?

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Die Weise von Liebe und Tod
des Cornets Christoph Rilke’

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘The Lay of the Love and Death
of Cornet Christopher Rilke’

Countess: Aš laukiau tavęs

I have been waiting for you

Cornet: Aš tave pažinau

I recognised you

Countess: Tu pabėgai į sodus

You escaped into the gardens

Cornet: Aš laukiau tavęs

I have been waiting for you

Countess: Oh, l’amour, tout ce qu’on pleure et tout ce
qu’on attend!

Oh, love, all that we are crying for, all that we are waiting for!

Oscar Milosz, ‘Le Chant de la Lointaine’

Oscar Milosz, ‘A Song from Far Away’

Cornet: Ar Tu naktis?

Are you the night?

Countess: Ir būsiu aš naktis! Mano suknia –
naktinių aukso drugių dulkės mėnesienoj.

And I shall be the night! My gown is the dust of golden
moths in the moonlight.

Oscar Milosz, ‘Le Chant de la Lointaine’
Cornet: Mit diesem Wind kommt Schicksal; laß, o laß /
es kommen, all das Drängende und Blinde, / vor dem wir
glühen werden –: alles das.
Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Ein Frühlingswind’

Oscar Milosz, ‘A Song from Far Away’
Destiny is coming with this wind, let, oh, let / it come, all
that is Urgent and Blind, / before which we shall glow –:
all of this.

Cornet: Ich hatte grad im Traum an dich gedacht. /
Du kamst, und leis’ wie eine Märchenweise / erklang die
Nacht ...
Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Traumgekrönt. Lieben’: II
(‘Das war der Tag der weißen Chrysanthemen’)

Oscar Milosz, ‘Le Chant de la Lointaine’
Cornet: Von irgendwo bringt dieser neue Wind, / über
das Meer her was wir sind.
Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Ein Frühlingswind’
Countess: Aš būsiu tavo jūra, tavo debesys.
Et je serai dans ton cœur, l’été sans fin des îles / du Sud,
un paysage vierge où tes accords / connaîtront la beauté
de se sentir dociles / au rythme élyséen des lignes de
mon corps.
Oscar Milosz, ‘Le Chant de la Lointaine’
Countess: Et je te parlerai de la cité sur l’eau, / et de
Nuits de Florence.
Oscar Milosz, ‘Symphonies’: ‘Symphonie de novembre’
Cornet, Countess: Ak, atsiduokim sapnui, tegu jis mus
liūliuoja.

Upon what instrument are we strung? /
And what violinist holds us in his hand?

Countess, Cornet: O süßes Lied.

Oh, sweetest song.

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘A Spring Wind’
My heart is a bell, whose powerful tolling awakens a song
of yearning.
Oscar Milosz, ‘A Song from Far Away’
This new wind brings from somewhere / over the sea,
what we are.
Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘A Spring Wind’
I shall be your sea, your clouds.
And I shall be in your heart, the endless summer of the
islands / of the south, an untouched landscape, in which
your chords / shall know the beauty of giving in to the
Elysian rhythm of my body.
Oscar Milosz, ‘A Song from Far Away’
And I shall speak to you about the city on the water, / and
about the Nights of Florence.

Cornet: Čia nėra jokio vakar ir jokio rytoj.
Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Die Weise von Liebe und Tod
des Cornets Christoph Rilke’

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Love Song’
There is no yesterday, no tomorrow.
Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘The Lay of the Love and Death
of Cornet Christopher Rilke’

Countess: Mes tekam pro viską tarsi virpėjimas oro.

We flow past everything like an exchange of air.

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Duineser Elegien’: Die Zweite Elegie

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Duino Elegies’: The Second Elegy

Cornet: Čia nėra jokio vakar ir jokio rytoj.

There is no yesterday, no tomorrow.

Countess: Klausyk, kaip naktis išsigaubia ir krenta.

Listen, how the night becomes tired and hollow.

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Duineser Elegien’: Die Dritte Elegie

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Duino Elegies’: The Third Elegy

Cornet: Tu naktis... Norėčiau, kad tęstųsi ji Amžinybę.

You are the night... I wish it could last for Eternity.

Countess: Čia nėra jokio vakar ir jokio rytoj.

There is no yesterday, no tomorrow.

Cornet: Mes tekam pro viską tarsi virpėjimas oro.

We flow past everything like an exchange of air.

Countess: Ant tavęs išsiskleis / mano akys tamsoj ir
budės, / švelniai laikys tave.

On you shall rest / my eyes in the dark and keep guard; /
and they shall hold you gently.

Oscar Milosz, ‘Symphonies’: ‘November Symphony’
Ah, let us give in to the dream, let it lull us.

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Zum Einschlafen zu sagen’
Oscar Milosz, ‘Sommeil’

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Dream-Crowned. Loves’: II
(‘That Was the Day of the White Chrysanthemums’)

Countess: Auf welches Instrument sind wir gespannt? /
Und welcher Geiger hat uns in der Hand?

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Liebes-Lied’
Countess: Mano širdis – tai varpas, kurio galingi dūžiai
pažadina nerimastingą giesmę.

I had just been thinking about you in a dream. /
You came, and, softly, like a fairy tale, / the night
resounded...

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘To Be Said When Going to Sleep’

Oscar Milosz, ‘Sleep’
Cornet: Būsiu jūra tau, būsiu debesys.

I shall be your sea, I shall be the clouds.

Countess: Ir naktis... Norėčiau, kad tęstųsi ji Amžinybę!

And the night... I wish it could last for Eternity!

Cornet: Čia nėra jokio vakar ir jokio rytoj

There is no yesterday, no tomorrow.

Countess: jokio rytoj

no tomorrow

Cornet: jokio vakar

no yesterday

Countess: Mes tekam pro viską tarsi virpėjimas oro.

We flow past everything like an exchange of air.

Cornet: jokio vakar

no yesterday

Countess: ir jokio rytoj

no tomorrow

Būsiu tau Lyguma, būsiu Debesys ir būsiu Naktis.
Cornet: Ant tavęs išsiskleis / mano akys tamsoj ir budės,
/ švelniai laikys tave.

I shall be your Level Ground, I shall be the Clouds, and I
shall be the Night.
On you shall rest / my eyes in the dark and keep guard /
and they shall hold you gently.

Countess: Lydėsiu į miegus,

I shall be your companion while you sleep,

Countess, Cornet: Liūliuosiu tave.

I shall cradle you.

Countess: jokio vakar

no yesterday

Cornet: ir jokio rytoj

no tomorrow

Countess, Cornet: O saldžioji daina.

Oh, sweetest song.

Oscar Milosz, ‘Le Chant de la Lointaine’
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Oscar Milosz, ‘A Song from Far Away’
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English translations by Romas Kinka
Mezzo-soprano Jovita Vaškevičiūtė is a soloist at the Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet Theatre in Vilnius, as well
as a regular performer in concert programmes with the Lithuanian National Symphony Orchestras. In 2006, she
received the Most Promising Singer award for her performance as Suzuki in the Anthony Minghella production of
Madama Butterfly. International recognition came in 2008 with her role as Dominga in Peter Eötvös’ opera Love and
Other Demons at the Lithuanian National Opera, propelling her career forward and leading to invitations to perform at
the Cologne Opera Theatre, L’Opéra national du Rhin in Strasbourg, the Hungarian National Opera Theatre in
Budapest, and the Teatro de la Maestranza in Seville. These appearances were followed by engagements in the US,
Spain, Italy, Estonia, Latvia, and elsewhere.

Tomas Pavilionis

Lithuanian National Symphony Orchestra
The Lithuanian tenor Tomas Pavilionis made his debut in
2009 at the Klaipėda State Music Theatre, moving to the
Lithuanian National Opera and Ballet Theatre in 2014 as a
soloist. In the same year, he received the Most Promising
Singer award for his roles as Cornet in the opera of the
same name by Onutė Narbutaitė, as Count Almaviva in Il
barbiere di Siviglia and Alfred in La traviata. He regularly
performs with the major Lithuanian orchestras, takes part in
various classical music projects, international voice
masterclasses, and studies with well-known Italian voice
coaches. From 2016, he has been studying with Roman
Sadnik, perfecting the bel canto style of singing, as well as
that of the Viennese classics. Besides performing in Europe,
he has also sung in the US, South Korea and China.
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The Lithuanian National Symphony
Orchestra (LNSO) has been active
for almost eight decades. The
orchestra prepares and performs
symphonic music programmes not
only at the National Philharmonic,
but also throughout Lithuania,
playing around 50 concerts a year. It
has long represented Lithuanian
culture abroad, appearing at various
festivals and concert halls, including
the Schleswig-Holstein Festival, the
Vienna Musikverein, the Barbican
Centre in London, Amsterdam’s
Concertgebouw, the Cologne Philharmonie, the Great Hall of the
Moscow Conservatory, and the
Suntory Hall in Tokyo. In 2013, the
LNSO toured for the first time in
Argentina, Brazil, Peru and Ecuador.
The LNSO has accumulated an
extensive and significant repertoire,
embracing choral and symphonic
works, as well as modern contemporary music with works by
Lithuanian composers occupying an
important place. A significant part of
Lithuanian symphonic music can be
heard not only at LNSO concerts but
also on their many recordings.

Christopher Lyndon-Gee
Christopher Lyndon-Gee’s international
renown as conductor has been
described as “that rare phenomenon: an
artist whose spiritual depth and
intellectual mastery rise far above the
marketing dominated industry that is
music today”. His approach on the
podium is rooted in his scrupulous,
refined, highly regarded work as
composer. Honoured as Laureate of the
Onassis Foundation, Athens, for his
ballet score Il Poeta muore, his music
has also won the Adolf Spivakovsky
Prize, three ‘Sounds Australian’ awards,
and two MacDowell Fellowships. His
Overture Intrada Cubana has been
widely played in many countries, most
recently celebrating Sofia Gubaidulina’s
80th birthday in Poland. He is currently
writing a new Violin Concerto for
Lithuanian violinist Justina Auškelyte. He is included among the 300 conductors described in Naxos’s 600-page book
and CD compilation A to Z of Conductors, covering the entire history of the art form from Hans von Bülow and Arthur
Nikisch to the present day. Christopher Lyndon-Gee was nominated for GRAMMY® Awards in 1998 for ‘Best Orchestral
Performance’ for the first volume of his groundbreaking series of the complete works of Igor Markevitch (8.570773,
originally released on Marco Polo); in 2003 for the world premiere recording of George Rochberg’s Symphony No. 5 on
Naxos American Classics (8.559115); and again in 2007 for Hans Werner Henze’s Violin Concertos Nos. 1 and 3
(8.557738). Other recordings have been listed among Gramophone magazine’s Editor’s Choice, Fanfare magazine’s
Outstanding CDs of the Year, Penguin Guide to Compact Discs’ multiple Rosettes and Key Recordings listings, and he
won the Pizzicato prize in Luxembourg. Frequently invited to Poland, at the jubilee 50th Anniversary Warsaw Autumn
Festival in 2007 he conducted four world premieres in a single concert – new symphonies by the Slovakian composer
Roman Berger; Lithuania’s leading female composer Onutė Narbutaitė; and the Polish composers Jerzy Kornowicz and
Alexander Lasoń. Nine years later, Lasoń insisted on this conductor for the world premiere of his Fifth Symphony in
2016; and both the Fourth and the Fifth will feature in a forthcoming Naxos release. Lyndon-Gee studied conducting
under Rudolf Schwarz in London and Franco Ferrara in Rome; Leonard Bernstein invited him to study at Tanglewood
after hearing him conduct a student concert in Rome. At Tanglewood, he also worked under Maurice Abravanel, Erich
Leinsdorf and Kurt Masur. He was Bruno Maderna’s assistant at La Scala, Milan, later becoming second conductor at
the Teatro Regio in Turin, and with the RAI orchestra Torino. He co-founded the Ensemble Fase Seconda with
composer Lorenzo Ferrero, who premiered dozens of commissioned new works throughout Italy, Germany, France and
at many international festivals. As a composer, he studied with Goffredo Petrassi in Rome, Luciano Berio, Sylvano
Bussotti, Pierre Boulez and Jean Martinon. Britain’s great musicologist Arthur Hutchings remains a powerful guiding
influence, several decades on.

Emerging from a cultural environment of silent resistance behind the Iron Curtain, Lithuanian
composer Onutė Narbutaitė has become one of the outstanding Baltic artists of recent decades.
Her output has developed from distinctive chamber music into the concerto-like symphonic style
heard in the works on this recording. Described by conductor Christopher Lyndon-Gee as music
that ‘transcends time and place… [and] resists any attempt at stylistic categorisation or
pigeonholing’, these works convey powerful forces that flow between symbols and associations
while probing direct emotional connections. Narbutaitė’s imposing Tres Dei Matris Symphoniae
can be heard on Naxos 8.572295: ‘a mind-blowing listening experience’ (American Record Guide).
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